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SUMMARY

CHANDER PARKASH
Full Stack Java Developer

+92-344-0506677
chanderparkash179@gmail.com Karachi, Pakistan

As an accomplished Java Developer, I specialize in full-stack
development, boasting proficiency in Java, Spring Boot, Angular,
and Microservices. My leadership skills shine through successful
migration projects, scalability optimizations, and efficiency
enhancements. I continually strive for excellence, eager to
contribute to pioneering technological advancements. Let's
collaborate to shape the future of technology together.

linkedin.com/in/chanderparkash179

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

B.S Computer Science
Iqra University

Sep 2018 - May 2022

Karachi, Pakistan

[Languages] : Java | TypeScript 

[Techs] : Spring Security | JWT |
Maven | Tomcat | Git, GitLab & GitHub 

[Database Tools] : MySQL | SQL |
NoSQL| Hibernate | IBM DB2

[Used] : Amazon Web Service (AWS) |
PostgreSQL | MongoDB | GraphQL

[Used] : Docker | Quarkus

[Concepts] : J2EE | SOLID Principles |
Design Patterns | REST API’s | SDLC |
Debugging | API Integration | OOP’s
(Object Oriented Programing)

[Architectures] : Monolithic |
Microservices | Agile Methodology |
SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) |
EDA (Event Driven Architecture) |
MVC (Model View Controller)

[Stacks] : Full Stack | Java Stack

[Techs] : Spring Core | Spring MVC |
Spring Boot | Angular

Senior Java Developer
EzBz Solutions

Implemented CI/CD pipelines with Spring Boot to automate integration &
deployment, ensuring continuous delivery. 
Fostered innovation by exploring Kafka for event-driven architecture and
Docker for containerization. 
Utilized continuous integration to optimize AWS cloud release processes.
Championed a culture of innovation, decomposing complex problems with
SQL & NoSQL databases, and adopting JDK 17. 
Encouraged creative problem-solving, leading to the implementation of
novel technical solutions for enhanced system efficiency and scalability.

Karachi, Pakistan

Mar 2023 - Present

Software Design Engineer
TeReSol Pvt Ltd.

Implemented Redis caching to optimize data retrieval and storage,
performance of the "Teller" and "OBS - Online Banking System" modules.
Integrated coding best practices in Java 11 to ensure efficient &
maintainable server-side functionality across microservices.
Leveraged RedHat Quarkus & NestJS framework for streamlined
development & showcasing expertise in modern server-side technologies.
Contributed to the development of the Cancel Funds Transfer
Microservice, applying object-oriented design principles for efficient
transaction cancellation.

Karachi, Pakistan

Aug 2022 - Jan 2023

Jr. Software Engineer
Vaulsys

Developed and maintained Java-based microservices within a Spring Boot
environment, ensuring robust and scalable server-side functionality.
Utilized Linux operating systems to deploy and manage microservices
infrastructure, optimizing system performance and reliability.
Employed Oracle Database for data storage and retrieval, implementing
efficient data models and query optimization techniques.
Collaborated with cross-functional teams to integrate coding best
practices and design patterns, ensuring codebase consistency and
maintainability.

Karachi, Pakistan

Apr 2022 - Aug 2022
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PROJECTS

Admin Panel [Panasonic Europe]

Leveraged Spring MVC and MySQL to optimize backend operations,
boosting data management efficiency.
Implemented SQLyog for streamlined database management, reducing
errors in data entry.
Integrated Angular for enhanced user profile maintenance, empowering
administrators with comprehensive views.
Utilized Docker for seamless deployment and scalability on Linux
platforms.
Collaborated effectively to ensure smooth implementation of
enhancements, fostering optimal teamwork and efficiency.

Karachi, Pakistan

https://my.panasonic.eu/pcme/admin/

Profile Center & Lumix Pro [Panasonic Europe]
Karachi, Pakistan

Karachi, Pakistan

Proficient in Java programming language, leveraging latest JDK features
to develop robust and scalable applications.
Experienced in building microservices architecture using technologies
such as Docker, Quarkus, and Spring Boot, ensuring high performance and
scalability.
Skilled in database management with IBM DB2, adept at designing
efficient schemas and optimizing queries for enhanced performance.
Demonstrated ability to collaborate within agile teams, contributing to the
full software development lifecycle from design to deployment.
Proven track record of problem-solving and troubleshooting, adept at
identifying and resolving technical challenges to deliver reliable solutions
on schedule.

Teller & Online Banking System [Bank-al-Habib Pakistan]

 Proficient in Java programming language, leveraging JDK for efficient
and robust application development.
Experienced in building scalable and resilient microservices architectures
using Spring Boot and Quarkus frameworks.
Skilled in containerization with Docker, ensuring seamless deployment
and management of Java applications.
Profound understanding of relational databases, particularly IBM DB2, for
data management and persistence in Java applications.
Collaborative team player with expertise in version control systems like
GitLab and Git, ensuring smooth collaboration and code management in
development projects.

Open Source
Mera Thar [Personal Project]

Built a Tourism app that integrates industry trends in coding and software
development for Tharparkar tourism solutions.
Impacting tourists, our app simplifies exploration, tapping into industry
trends in coding and software development.
Boosted Tharparkar's economy via tourist influx, employing industry
trends in coding and software development for app enhancement.
Proficient in RESTful API development, following industry trends in coding
and software development for seamless integration.
Our software development expertise ensures adherence to industry
trends, fostering interoperability for system cohesion.

https://github.com/ChanderParkash179

Apr 2022 - Jan 2023

Mar 2023 - Present

Mar 2023 - Present

TRAINING / COURSES

Simplilearn
Full Stack Java Development

Simplilearn
Java Certification Course

Amigoscode
Getting Started with Spring Boot

10Pearls University
Getting Started with Angular

10Pearls University
Basic Development with Flutter

Codedamn
HTML & CSS [2023 Ready]

ACHIEVEMENTS

Promotion
Recognized for exceptional
performance & contributions,
leading to an accelerated
promotion to a Senior position.

Appreciation
Received special commendation
and gifts from the Board of
Members for dedication and
outstanding work ethic

LANGUAGES

English Professional

Hindi Proficient

Sindhi Proficient

Urdu Proficient

SOFT SKILLS

Creative
Leadership
Time & Performance Oriented
Fintech & Enterprise Experienced
Bug Fixing
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